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ANNUAL REPORT 2021-22
The year 2021-22 has proven to be another exceptional year for our college. The institute got approval
for intake of 100 students from current year. This year has been a full of achievements and excellence
year for our students as well as our staff members. Here are some highlights and key achievements of the
past year 2021-22.
Various webinars arranged in the year are

1. World Environment Day celebration
Date: 5-06-2021 By, Dr. NSS Unit, VIP
The World Environment Day was celebrated by NSS Unit of VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar (E), on
05th June. 2021 to spread awareness and encourage people to make their nearby surrounding safe and
clean to enjoy safer, cleaner and more prosperous future. The volunteers of NSS conducted a general
awareness quiz on ‘Environment’ via. Google quiz forms online. 290 candidates including students,
teachers, nonteaching staff and others participated and received the participation certificate not only from
Maharashtra but from Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Haryana, Puducherry and many
more.
Many of the volunteers have also planted the saplings on account of Environment Day. This is how
environment day 2021 was celebrated following all the guidelines of covid-19 pandemic.

2. Better Understanding on GPAT and Insight on How to Prepare For it
Date: 23 May 2021
1) Miss Sampada Tamhankar. B. Pharm, Pursuing Masters in Pharmacy in Biotechnology from NIPER
Mohali
2) Mr Vimal Rupareliya, B. Pharm, Preparing for NIPER (GPAT21 - AIR 33)
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The Webinar was arranged by VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar E, in association with ASPIRE CLUB.
The speakers told us about their journey in VIP and how they prepared for the GPAT exam and how they
cracked the GPAT and NIPER exam and which books they referred and what strategy they referred. They
shared their future goals and solved queries asked by the students. The Webinar was arranged for 1st and
2nd year students of B Pharmacy so that the students can be inspired by the stories of seniors and try to
achieve their goals. The speakers talked to the students about their whole B. Pharm journey and there was
interactive session held by the faculty member Dr Kamlesh Soni sir and Vishal Mardhekar Sir and The
guest speakers. Total 80 candidates attended this informative webinar (Students and faculties included).
Webinar started with speech by Dr Sunita Ogale ma’am, Principal of VIVA Institute of Pharmacy. Which
was further proceeded by Dr Kamlesh Soni sir, Professor at VIVA institute of pharmacy Followed by Mr
Vishal Mardhekar Sir, Faculty Member at VIVA institute of pharmacy All the faculties of VIVA Institute
of Pharmacy, took an effort to make the programme very successful.
Webinar ended with a vote of thanks by Ms Anushka Kumbhar, 1st year B. Pharmacy, VIVA Institute of
pharmacy Virar.

3. Topic: Soft Skill- A key to Success in Life
Date: 02-07-2021, Time: 10:00 to 12:00 PM
Speaker: Mr. J. C. Saigal
A Webinar on Soft Skill- A key to Success in Life was arranged by VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar
(E). Mr. J. C. Saigal, a veteran of the Pharma industry having an extensive experience of over 45 years
was invited as speaker. The speaker explained the importance of soft skills, skill improvement, critical
thinking, time management, risk taking and negotiation. The webinar was specially arranged for all
students of B. Pharmacy for skill development. An overwhelming response was seen from the students'
side and after a few days after the webinar students implemented the learnings from this webinar by
forming a student’s development program. It was a very effective webinar for overall personality
development

4. Topic – Celebration of Guru Purnima
Date – 23/07/2021, Time – 4:00 to 6:00 PM, Venue – Microsoft teams
Purnima is one such day when the Guru or teacher is worshipped for the worthy have done for their
disciples. Guru Purnima celebration in college is something to be seen but due to this pandemic, the
students gathered at Microsoft teams which were arranged by the student’s council rather than gathering
at class or hall of the college. The online programme was started by wishing all teachers Happy Guru
Purnima, where Ankita and Esha were the hosts for the day. Further, Anushka Kumbhar first year gave
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speech about importance of Guru. The poem related to guru was presented by Council member written
by Dr. Namrata. The council collected the photos of teachers during their college life and made the video
under the song “Man Udhyan Varyache”. Faculty members of college had given speech where they
thanked everyone who arranged the programme. Next the video was played where photos of all the
teachers and students were put together under the poem written by Swapnil Jude dedicated to teachers by
final year students and was recited by Anuja Bhoir. The alumni of college Kunal Utekar gave vote of
thanks. Last but not the least; Principal Dr. Sunita Ogale gave message regarding Guru and Shishya
relation. The programme ended by good memories to the entire Gurus of the college.

5. Topic: Campus to Corporate
Date: 31/07/2021, Time: 11:00 to 01:00 PM, Venue: Google Meet
Speaker: Dr Prasad Bhagwat, Industry Institute Interaction and Placement; Shree Santkrupa
Institute of Engineering and Technology, Ghogaon.
The webinar was arranged by VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar (E) for the final year student. This
webinar was started by Mrs. Sushruta Mulay as she was host for the day. Swarali Patil the student of final
year had welcomed speech and information regarding the speaker for the day. The speaker Prasad
Bhagwat started by thanking everyone for inviting him to institute. The speaker shared the knowledge
about self-awareness; essential qualities needed in person for interview; way of appearance, how to enter,
seat and exit before interviewer. He also covered points of interaction with interviewer, frequently asked
question in interview, challenges faced by freshers in corporate world, attitude needed for it etc. The
entire faculty took lot of effort to make programme very successful. Webinar ended with vote of thanks
by Dr. Sanghadeep Gajbhiye (HOD), VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar.

6. Standardization and Optimization of Herbal formulation
Venue-Google meet, Date-3 September 2021
Speaker – Dr. Vijay Gulkari (Associate Professor; Priyadarshini J L College of Pharmacy,
Nagpur)
VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar organised virtual webinar of standardization and optimization of
herbal formulations. Prof. Sushruta Mulay started the webinar by hosting and welcoming everyone
including the guest. Swarali Patil student of final year has introduced the speaker Dr. Vijay Gulkari to
everyone by briefly explaining about him.
The speaker started his session by thanking everyone for calling him. He explained the process and scope
of standardization and optimization in detail. He explained parameters like authentication, physical
parameters, quantitative and qualitative analysis, microbiological contamination, pesticide residue, heavy
metal analyse etc. in detail.
He ended his presentation by thanking everyone. Last but not the least Prof. Sushruta Mulay gave vote
of thanks to him and the day ended by grasping great knowledge by him.
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7. Teacher’s Day Celebration
DATE: - 5/09/2021
Teachers' Day in India is celebrated on 5th September to commemorate the birth anniversary of Dr.
Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan. He was a renowned scholar, recipient of Bharat Ratna, first Vice- President,
and second President of independent India. Teacher’s day celebration in college is something to be seen
but due to this pandemic the students gathered at Google meet which is an online platform which was
arranged by the student’s council rather gathering at class or hall of college. The online programme was
started by wishing all teachers happy teacher's day, where Ankita was the host for the day. Principal mam
Dr. Sunita Ogale gave nice words about the teacher’s day. "All are students…. Somehow or the other
everyone is learning in their life ……So we can't define who the teacher is.". These were the nice and
inspirational words by the mam. Further, Anushka Kumbhar from second year started an interesting quiz
game for all facilities. Sushruta mam won the quiz and Dr. Kamlesh Soni sir stood second. All Faculty
members of college enjoyed the quiz. Next the video was played which was made by second year student
Lavish Parmar where the importance of teachers and Guru's was mentioned. The second-year student
Yashika Anil gave the vote of thanks. The programme ended by good memories to the entire Gurus of
the college!
Prizes – Teachers Day Quiz

Sr. No
First

Sushruta Mulay

Second

Dr. Kamlesh Soni

Third

Dr. Sanghdeep Gajbhiye

8. Topic- STRATEGY FOR GPAT AND NIPER PREPARATION with demo
lecture of each subject.
Date: 18/09/2021, Time- 5.30 to 6.30 pm
Speaker: Dharmesh Mehta- B. Pharm, M. Pharm,
Founder- Pharmaelite
The Webinar was arranged by VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar (East) in association with Pharmaelite
on You tube platform. The speaker collaborated on importance of GPAT and NIPER exams and discussed
about various year cut offs in GPAT and NIPER and various strategies to qualify GPAT and NIPER
exam. Also discussed on various methods on how to study, what and from where to study etc. and shared
various concepts related to various subjects which may help students to qualify GPAT and NIPER exam.
The speaker also highlighted strategies to be followed during exam on how to view question paper during
exam and make a way out of it. Around 35 to 40 students joined for the webinar. The speaker and our
students of Viva Institute of Pharmacy made the session very interesting and interactive. At the end the
speaker gave some suggestions to our students to watch interview videos of some qualified toppers of
GPAT and NIPER so they can get some information about it.
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9. Topic - Pharmacy week
Date - 24th to 26th September 2021
Venue – Google meet
Pharmacy week has been celebrated in the VIVA Institute of Pharmacy. World pharmacist day is celebrated
on 25th September. The college decided to celebrate this day by having various events in the college
through the virtual model by using the platform of Google meet. These events were celebrated for three
days 24th, 25th, and 26th September. The theme for this week is “Pharmacy: Always trusted for your
health” developed by FIP.
The 1st day was started with the inauguration session which was hosted by Prof. Sushruta Mulay. The
welcome speech was given by Prof. Vishakha Thakur and then the schedule for the 3 days was explained
by the general secretary of the student council. The events conducted were “Ask Your Grandma”, “Pharma
housie”, “Unscramble the Scramble”, “Pharma Heist”, “Product Advertisement”, “Meme-O-Pharma”,
“War Of Words”, and “Poster Presentation”. On the 1st-day “Pharma Heist-round 1”, “Ask Your
Grandma”, “Unscramble the Scramble” was conducted through Google meet. The google form links were
also opened for “Meme-O-Pharma”, “Product Advertisement”, and “Poster Presentation”.
On The 2nd-day “Pharma Heist-round 2” and “Pharma Housie” were conducted and the google form were
closed for “Meme-O-Pharma”, “Product Advertisement”, and “Poster Presentation” after that sent for
analysis of the result.
The 3rd and the last day was the last event “War of Words” i.e. debate completion was conducted. Last but
not least the valedictory function was organized where Principal Dr Sunita Ogale explained the importance
of pharmacy in the whole world. The results for all the events were announced by the host and a vote of
thanks was given by Prof. Vishakha Thakur.
The teacher coordinators and student coordinators conducted this event very pleasantly and students
participated with great enthusiasm. The students took away great knowledge through these events. As
events were to test the pharmacy knowledge among the students. These 3 days were full of fun and gaining
knowledge to a great extent so everyone enjoyed being part of this pharmacy week.

PHARMACY WEEK 2021 WINNERS
EVENT

WINNER (First Place)

Second Place

Third Place

Pharma Heist

Vaishnavi Kate

Neha Surve

Ved Patil

Ask Your Grandma

Mahima Yadav

Purva Godambe

Poornima Ajit Pawar

Adarsh Jayakumar

Chinmayee Patil
Sahil shaikh

Unscramble the Scramble Venkatesh Mehendale
Pharma Housie

Monika Mahale

Himmat Prajapati

War of Words

Nikhil Nitin Kulkarni
Sagar Venkatesh Marpelli
Rakesh Sidram Bijjargi

Ankita Damaleshwar saha
Jyotika Ajay Khamkar Sushant
Sudhakar Varekar
-
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Product Advertisement
Meme - O - Pharma

Jyoti Rajaram Pawar

Purva Chaugule, Vaishnavi

Vaishnavi Kate

Mithbavkar

Shalini Patwa
Rohit Sambhaji
Mohite
Sarvesh Patil, Nikhil
Kulkarni

Poster Competition

Rohit Sambhaji Mohite

Pawar Jyoti Rajaram

Purva Godambe

10. Topic- ‘Carotid Body: A Metabolic Regulator.
Date: 23/10/2021

Time- 10:30 am – 12:00 pm

Speaker: - Dr. Pratik Chandrakant Thakkar (Faculty of Medical and Health Science University
of Auckland, New Zealand)
The Webinar was arranged by VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar (East) conducted under IQAC on
Google Meet platform. The speaker elaborated on Carotid Body structure, location, appearance, etc.
Also discussed in detail about the functions of Carotid Body and its importance through various
diagrams, graphs. Video was shown by the speaker which helps to understand the clinical studies which
are carried outto explore carotid body. The speaker highlighted on past 10 years research which leads
to immense growthin field of Carotid Body. Around 35 to 40 students joined for the webinar. The
speaker and our students of Viva Institute of Pharmacy made the session very interesting and
interactive. At the end of session speaker cleared the doubts of students and faculties regrading carotid
body and future studies in foreign countries.

11. TOPIC:" Career avenues in Clinical Trials and Drug Development Services
Industry”.
DATE: 2/11/2021, TIME: 11.00 TO 12.00 AM, VENUE: GOOGLE MEET
Clinical trials are research studies performed on people that are aimed at evaluating a medical, surgical,
or behavioral intervention. They are the primary way that researchers find out if a new treatment, like
a new drug or diet, or medical device (for example, a pacemaker) is safe and effective in people. Often
a clinical trial is used to learn if a new treatment is more effective and/or has less harmful side effects
than the standard treatment. So, to give brief information about the same VIVA INSTITUTE OF
PHARMACY organized a special seminar on Clinical trials under the guidance of Mrs.Neha Laxane
& Ms. Vishakha Thakur with chief guests as D Nageshwara Rao (managing director) and Nakshatra
Vinod (director operation) Bhagyashree Borkar in association with THE WHITEBOARD. Ms.
Vishakha Thakur ma'am started the meeting session with words of greetings on behalf of VIVA
INSTITUTE OF PHARMACY. Then D Nageshwara Rao started the meeting by giving brief
information about THE WHITEBOARD training and recruitment services about clinical trials and
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pharmacovigilance program and industrial reach of same. Then the words of guidance were started
with Nakshatra Vinod about career opportunities, different avenues & the right approach towards
industrial opportunities, the importance of communication by learning new skills, and developing soft
skills. Different types of clinical trials and their phases, general protocol to follow, collection of data,
SAS programming, research methodology, and all essential information was perfectly explained by the
Nakshatra Reshu mam.
In end, the Mrs. Neha Laxane mam appreciates the Nobel speakers and gave the vote of thanks on
behalf of VIVA INSTITUTE OF PHARMACY.
It brought many visions and goal opportunities towards students in the pharma sector to grow and
evaluate the new opportunities in clinical trials

12. Webinar: Sustained and Controlled Drug Delivery
Venue - Google meet, Date-22nd January 2022, Time- 10:00 am to 11:00 am
Speaker – Mr. Vishvesh Kanabar (Associate Professor, R.K. University, Rajkot)
VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar coordinated a virtual webinar on Sustained and controlled drug
delivery. Assistant Prof. Sushruta Mulay began the webinar by facilitating and welcoming everybody
including Mr. Vishvesh Kanabar the speaker. Swarali Patil student of the conclusive year has
introduced the speaker with everybody by briefly explaining about him. The speaker began his session
by saying thanks to everybody for calling him. He clarified the importance of sustained and controlled
drug delivery in detail. He also explained the difference between both. He enlightened the knowledge
regarding reservoir devices, matrix devices etc. in detail. He finished his session by saying thanks to
everybody. Last but not least Prof. Sushruta Mulay gave the statement of gratitude to him and the day
finished by getting a handle on incredible information by him.

13. Webinar: Fundamentals of Dissolution Testing
Venue - Google meet, Date-29nd January 2022, Time- 10:00 am to 12:00 am
Speaker – Mr. Salunkhe, Mr. Suhas Yeole, Sotax India Ltd
VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar coordinated a virtual webinar of Fundamentals of dissolution
testing. Prof. Sushruta Mulay began the webinar by facilitating and welcoming the speakers. Dr. Jineet
Gawad introduced the speakers to everybody by briefly explaining about him.
The speaker began his session by saying thanks to everybody for calling him. The first speaker
explained about fundamentals principles of dissolution testing and various types of dissolution testing
apparatus and importance of them. Second speaker Mr. Suhas Yeole explained Flow through cell
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Dissolution Apparatus 4. Its use in dissolution testing of poorly soluble drugs, liposomes,
Microspheres, Parenteral Emulsions etc. He finished his session by saying thanks to everybody. Last
but not least Prof. Sushruta Mulay gave the statement of gratitude to him and the day finished by getting
a handle on incredible information by him.

14. Topic: Orientation Programme Academic Year 2021-22
Date: 05-02-2022, Time: 10:00 AM to 11:30 AM
The Orientation programme for First Year and Direct Second Year B.Pharm students was arranged by
VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar (E), on 05th Feb. 2022 using Google Meet Platform. The students were
acquainted with VIVA Trust, VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Curriculum, Co-curriculum activities
conducted in the Institution. The program was for all students of First Year B. Pharmacy and their Parents.
All the faculties of VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, were present for the programme. The Programme started
with address of Dr. Sunita Ogale, Principal VIVA Institute of Pharmacy followed by Introduction to
Institute, Infrastructure, Faculties by Prof. Sachinkumar Pandey, Class teacher First Year B.Pharmacy (
Division-B) .Teaching Faculty and Curriculum was explained by Prof. Kalpana Waikul ,Class teacher
First Year B.Pharmacy ( Division-A ), Examination Rules and Pattern by Prof.. Ruchita Dhangar,
Member of Exam Department and General rules and Regulation and Co-curriculum by Prof. Akkshata
Parab ,Member of Exam Department.
Orientation ended by listening the views shared by Parents and Students and at the last but not least with
vote of thanks was presented by Prof. Kalpana Waikul, Class teacher First Year B.Pharmacy ( DivisionA ).

15.Topic: Women’s Day Celebration
Date: 8th March ‘22 Time: 12.45 pm to 1.45 pm Platform: Google Meet
The students, teachers and staff members of VIVA INSTITUTE OF PHARMACY, Virar commemorated
International Women’s Day on 8th March 2022 using the online platform of Google Meet. All the women
teaching and non-teaching staffs and the girl students were warmly invited to take part in the celebratory
webinar organized jointly by the Student’s Council and NSS Unit of Viva Institute of Pharmacy under
the guidance of Prof.Hitakshi Makasare.
The webinar started with a short introduction followed by the words of guidance by the respected
Principal, Dr Sunita Ogale. Representing the NSS Unit, a very inspiring speech on the topic of gender
equality was delivered by Ms. Vaishnavi Kushwaha. An informative webinar on menstrual cups, sought
to break the culture of silence and taboo, was presented by the cultural secretary, Ms. Ankita Saha.The
webinar helped explaining the role and importance of menstrual cups as the sustainable and eco-friendly
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period partner. Videograph demonstrating the in- depth guidance on use of menstrual cups and resulting
discussions were one of the most enthralling parts of the webinar. Supporting the interests of women’s
empowerment, articulate speeches on women’s safety and their importance were delivered by the council
members Mr.Pranav Nirmal and Ms. Siddhi Kamte.
Celebrating the importance and achievements of women, while educating them on an important aspect of
health, the beautiful programme came to an end with a beautiful and warm vote of thanks by the Student’s
Council President Ms. Nitisha Patil. The capturing of all the beautiful moments and words of appreciation
by teachers brought an end to the programme.
16. Webinar – Overview of Quality Assurance and Regulatory Affairs in the Pharmaceutical
Industry
Venue – Google Meet, Date and Time – 8 April 2022 10:45 am to1:00 pmm
Speaker – 1) Sunil Gulhane
(Assistant Manager – Quality Assurance at Aurochem Laboratories Pvt.Ltd)
2) Sandhya Gawai
(Assistant Manager- Regulatory Affairs at Aurochem Laboratories Pvt.Ltd)
VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar coordinated the virtual webinar on quality assurance and regulatory
affairs in pharmaceutical industry. Prof. Sushruta Mulay started the webinar by hosting and welcoming
everyone including the speakers. Nitisha Patil student of final year introduced the first speaker to
everyone i.e. Mr. Sunil Gulhane. The first speaker explained various things related to quality assurance
such as definition and principle of QA, system of QA, types of documents used, SOP’s, master formula
and batch process records. He also explained training files, validation, environmental monitoring trends
and annual product review.
The second speaker Ms. Sandhya Gawai was introduced by Nitisha Patil and she explained various things
related to regulatory affairs. She explained everyone regarding role and interactions of regulatory affairs,
dossier, submission of dossier, registration process, CTD triangle, stability zone, scope. She also told
regarding job description of RA executive. Last but not least Prof. Sushruta Mulay stated gratitude to
everyone including speakers and day finished by getting great knowledge by both the speakers.
Avishkar Projects selected 2021-22
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17. Campus drive
Placement cell of institute arranged a campus drive for final year students
Medplus 02-12-2021
The placement drive was arranged by VIVA Institute of Pharmacy, Virar (E) for the final year students
and ex-students. Medplus is the retail pharmacy chain. Total 17 students participated in the drive. The
interviewers asked the questions about their personal background, Various brands of medicines and about
marketing less

18. Report: Industrial Visit to Korten Pharmaceuticals
Date- 14th May 2022
Venue- Korten Pharmaceuticals, Palghar
The final year students of Viva Institute of Pharmacy visited industry-Korten Pharmaceuticals, Palghar
accompanied by, Mrs. Sushruta Mulay, Professor of Pharmaceutics, Dr. Vaishali Shah, Professor of
Pharmacognosy. Korten Pharmaceuticals is a major industry in the production of parenteral, nasal drops,
and eye drops.
The students were introduced to HVAC (Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning) consisting of AHU (Air
Handling Unit) responsible for circulation and distribution of air in the plant. Steps in purification of
water such as de-ionization, ultrafiltration were also seen. Various sections visited were parenteral
preparation area, quality control Area, Sterilization area, filling and sealing area, packaging and labelling
areas etc. Students got to know there are two ways to prepare parenteral in this industry, first is in aseptic
condition and second is terminal sterilization. A separate section of nasal drops packaging, filling, sealing
etc was seen. The students also learnt about the raw material storage area and the role of QA and QC in
their sampling and approval. Evaluation of ampoules for particulate matter is done with 3 different
methods in the industry which was shown by the staff. Overall, this visit was a chance for the students to
get a hands-on information about the general working of the parenteral industry.

2. Staff Achievements
1. Sachinkumar Pandey winner of Short Video making Competition (Academia Category) on topic
My contribution as pharmacist during Covid 19 organized by western regional Centre association
of community pharmacist of India WRC-APCI on 25 September 2021.
2. Sushruta Mulay theme selected for 10 thPharmavision 2021-22 a national level seminar at SRI
Campus Vadasama, Mahesana, Gujarat. Theme: Indian Pharmacist-Serve Society Serve Nation.
3. Sushruta Mulay Oral presentation Prize Second Runner Up At National E Conference:
Pharmaceutical Excipients: Formulation Backbone Builders Held at R.K. University, Rajkot on 7
May 22
4. Sagar Chaudhari and Vishakha Thakur (Mentors): Research projects were selected for
Avishkar 2022.
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3.Student’s Achievements outside the institution
1. Consolation prize for Still Life drawing at A E Kalsekar Degree College- Science Forum, Panvel
on 11 March 2022

4. NIPER 2021qualified students
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
Govind Vaishnav
Pratiksha Naudiyal
Vimal Ruparelia
Ankita Nishad
Dinesh Suthar
Talha Siddique
Shriya Teli
Ritu Zende

Rank
45
109
188
769
949
1558
1824
1883

5. GPAT Qualifiers 2022
GPAT 2022 Qualified Students
Sr. No.
1

Name
Ram Gingine

2
3
4

Rajeshwari Bale
Omkar Gothad
Parag Gawali

Score
157

Rank
1361

149
136
128

1817
2900
3870
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6. NSS Activities

SR NO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

DATE

05-04-2021
06-04-2021
29/04/2021
31/05/2021
05/06/2021
11-06-2021
14/06/2021
03-07-2021
05-07-2021
08 to 10/08/2021
07-08-2021
27/08/2021
11-09-2021
24/09/2021
02-10-2021
02-10-2021
10-07-2021
26/10/2021
26/11/2021
12-10-2021
12-10-2021
12-12-2021
20/12/2021
25-26/12/2021
01- 02/01/2022
07-01-2022
20/01/2022
23/01/2022
24/01/2022
26/01/2022
26/01/2022
29/01/2022
07-02-2022
17/02/2022
21/02/2022
28/02/2022
04-03-2022
08-03-2022

Event

Mode

Effect of legal provision on woman empowerment
Disaster management
Value-based leadership webinar
Awareness about environment
International environment day
International yoga day
Blood donor day
Antiplastic webinar
University foundation day
Art of living
Drug abuse webinar
Election commission
NSS foundation day webinar
NSS Day event
Gandhi Jayanti drawing competition
Gandhi Jayanti drawing quiz and pledge
Majhi Vasundhara
Central vigilance commission pledge
Pledge on preamble to the constitution
Monkey mind event
Spit free India webinar
Juhu beach cleaning
Institute tree plantation
Jeevdani crowd management 1
Jeevdani crowd management 2
Community impact UWM webinar
Cyber-crime webinar
Cyber security workshop
Selfie of daughter with their parents
Republic day poster
Republic day quiz
Orientation programme
Institute and ground cleaning
Say no to drug
Organ donation awareness quiz
Blood donation camp
Surya namaskar event
Women’s day

online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
offline
offline
offline
offline
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
offline
online
online
offline
online
offline
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39
40
41
42

09-03-2022
14/03/2022
29/03/2022
21/04/2022

Sanitary pad donation
Cloth donation
75th Amrit Mahotsav
Blood donation camp

offline
offline
offline
offline

Prepared by:
Sushruta Mulay, Assistant Prof VIP
Suraj Kapale, Assistant Prof VIP

Dr. Sunita Ogale
Principal
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